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Like many parents of a 3-year-old daughter, the joy of watching her on stage at
such a young age wearing the most glamorous costume with her hair in a bun
and shiny tap shoes you begin to wonder if it gets any better. It seems it does!
This is the story of Layla, an energetic 6-year-old who has become a bright young
lady before my eyes. As a father with roots in the dance industry for many years
and over 20 years in the fashion industry, I did not realize the direct impact I
would have on my own daughter at such young age.
Many times I would find Layla trying on costumes that were in the development
stage and it was not uncommon to find many of the costumes in her closet the
next day. At first, Layla was just being like any other little girl, using the costumes
to play, dream and act.
As time went on I found Layla at our kitchen table drawing and coloring costumes
that she was designing herself – a clear sign of creativity and imagination
beyond that of a 6-year-old. She began to bring her drawings to life by adding
fabric swatches, trims and accessories. Soon after that Layla began to follow the
designer and make design suggestions. She was always first to point out if a
costume was “so-so”.
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It was at this early stage that the collection you see before you began to be
inspired by Layla. Layla became the designer’s protégé. We began making
costumes based on her size and it was exceptional to see this 6-year-old
understand what fit right, what was uncomfortable, and what minimized her
movements. It was inspiring to say the least.
It was only natural to name the company after Layla, not only did LAYLAS inspire
us all, but it was real. Layla is the “voice” of LAYLAS and will remain the inspiration
but most important it’s a reminder of who we are outfitting, the dancer who is
independent, smart, dedicated but yet is a dreamer, a princess and a star.
LAYLAS is fundamentally dedicated to providing the most competitive
price point in the market without sacrificing quality or service through an
experienced and knowledgeable staff.
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CUTE ZONE
Ballet

On stage and performing in front of hundreds
of parents, the most adorable little ballerinas
are

dancing, mimicking the teacher’s every

move and trying to keep up. As parents, we
are clapping, cheering, recording and simply
admiring our delightful children on stage. Yes,
this is the Cute

Zone, where the costumes

glitter, tutus ﬂutter, makeup shines, hair is full
of bobby pins and ﬂowers, tights and shoes
complete the adorable outﬁts. Tonight these
tiny ballerina dancers perform for their parents
and teacher wanting to make them proud.
With whimsical skirts and tutus, sparkling
bodices and accessories, your little ballerinas
will be ready for their grand debut with LAYLAS
Cute Zone!
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Tomorrow
STYLE # L2144

Bright and rich as the “tomorrow” Annie promised, this tutu
dress sparkles with embroidered gold thread and pastel
ﬂoral pattern. Attached ﬂower bow accessory at waistline.
Attached embroidered skirt and two layers of curled wired
trim edges. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Matching bow ﬂower hair clip and garment bag kit.

COLOR: GOLD
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Wildwood Flower
STYLE # L2103

A bed of lime and pink shimmery embossed ﬂowers cover
the entire front bodice. Cami front tutu dress with adjustable
straps. Attached front sash is accessorized with a ﬂower bow.
Attached three layers of curled wired hem pink and lime color
tulles. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Floral barrette and garment bag kit.

COLOR: Lime Pink
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Little Bitty
Pretty One
STYLE # L1136

There’s an abundance of cuteness in this multi-colored
sequin and cap sleeve bodice. Attached high waisted, multitiered tulle skirt with structured wire edge. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Floral barrette with rhinestone center
and garment bag.

COLOR: IVORY
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Made for Rain
STYLE # L2131

Our wide strapped sweetheart cami dress with Aurora pallet
of sequin is as fresh and gentle as a rain drop. Attached ﬂower accessory with oversized center stone. Attached 3 tiered
tutu skirt with curled wired hem edges. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached briefs..

Included: Matching ﬂower barrette and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BLUE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Castle on a
Cloud
STYLE # L2006

Ultra-sparkling sequin cami bodice is accented with printed
foil ﬂutter shoulder straps and mystic binding. Foiled printed
top skirt adds details to attached multi-tiered tulle skirt with
structured wired edge. Satin ﬂower at waistline. Fully lined
spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Sequin trimmed head band with ﬂowers
and garment bag.

COLOR: MULTI PURPLE, MULTI YELLOW
CHILD: XXSC, XSC,
SC, MC, LC
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Unde the Sea
STYLE # L1003

Asymmetrical iridescent ocean blue bodice with ﬂower detail
on shoulder strap. Attached multi-tiered two-tone tulle skirt
with structured wire edge. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Sequin ﬂower headband and garment bag.

COLOR: OCEAN BLUE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Do You Believe
in Magic
STYLE # L2001

Bright and Bubbly! Multi-colored sequins shine on baby blue
bodice. Attached multi-tiered pink, blue and lime tulle skirt.
Contrast ribbon trimmed hems and silver hologram sequin
add accent to skirt. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached brief.

Included: Sequin trimmed tulle barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI BLUE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Free

STYLE # L2132

This adorable cami tutu dress covered in pink and silver sparkles sequin with silver trims is sure to ﬁll up the room with
oohs and awws from the audience. Adjustable straps. Attached lame front sash delicately designed with silver sequin
accent. Attached 3 tiered tutu skirt with curled wired hem
edges. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs

Included: Mini hat and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BERRY
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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You Are My
Sunshine
STYLE # L2104

Brighten the stage with bright yellow and pink ﬂoral sequin
front bodice. Sequin princess cut bodice with stretchy mesh
neckline trimmed with hot pink binding. Keyhole opening design on the back. Broad attached front sash. Attached three
layers of curled wired hem with pink trim edges.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Curly edge hair accessory and garment bag kit.

COLOR: YELLOW
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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My Darling
Clementine
STYLE # L2110

Sweetheart sequin front tutu dress is glamorized with silver
hologram trim for ultimate shimmering. Cami style with adjustable straps. Attached sequin skirt is ﬁnished with sequin
hologram and 2 layers of tutu skirts with curled wired edges.
Attached front sash is accessorized with a ﬂower accessory
accented with a rhinestone. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached briefs.

Included: Matching ﬂower barrette and garment bag kit.

COLOR: CLEMENTINE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Kiss Me in
The Kitchen
STYLE # L2145

Glow on stage with our Sunshine cami tutu dress. Sweetheart neckline trimmed with soft ruﬄes. Fully sequin bodice
with adjustable straps. Sash is decorated tastefully with bow
and oversized rhinestone.
Attached two layers of tulle with wide ribbon and sequin
edges. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Sequin barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: SUNSHINE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Once Upon a
Dream
STYLE # L1111

Peasant style sleeve costume has a sequined, embroidered
lace bodice, sleeves and peplum. Binded neckline for
comfort with stretch sequined trim. Sequin trim around
sleeve edges and peplum. Attached multi-tiered pink and
peach tutu with structured wire edge. Attached ﬂower at
waist. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower matching barrette and garment bag.
Optional: Necklace L5030
COLOR: DUSTY PEACH
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Somewhere Out
There
STYLE # L2003

Breathtaking oﬀ the shoulder dress sparkles from top to
bottom. Sequin lace overlays the front bodice and top skirt
of tutu. 3 large rhinestones add ﬁnishing touches to neckline
detail. Attached multi-tiered tulle skirt. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Oversize ﬂower barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: LILAC BLOSSOM
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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New Rose
Garden
STYLE # L2143

Our Rose Garden costume is adorned by baby blue sequin
lace blossoms. Double strap sweetheart tutu dress with
sequin embroidered lace on front bodice and peplum skirt.
Attached ﬂower accessory. Attached multi-tiered tutu skirts
trimmed with matching blue ribbon. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Flower barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PINK
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Backyard
STYLE # L2178

Delightfully vibrant cami tutu dress embellished with oval
hologram sequin on front bodice. Adjustable straps.
Attached front sash with attached ﬂower accessory. Attached
three layers of curled wired hem soft tutus.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs

Included: Matching ﬂower hair clip and garment bag kit.
COLOR: LAVENDER
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Bushel &
A Peck
STYLE # L2073

Unique combination of sequin and embroidery deﬁne this
tutu camisole design. Attached multi-tiered two tone wired
tulle skirt with sequin trim further deﬁnes this over the top
costume. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Matching two tone sequined barrette
and garment bag.

COLOR: LILAC BLOSSOM
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Lollipop
STYLE # L2074

Over the top curly hem ruﬄes accent neckline and skirt. Contrasting bright lime sequin embroidery overlays pink bodice
dress. Attached multi-tiered two tone tulle skirt with pink
sequin for dramatic waves. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Ruﬄed matching barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI PINK
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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The Glow
STYLE # L1135

A beautiful dress with movement. This sequined high
waisted bodice, trimmed in mystic, truly shines bright on
stage. Strands of soft blue and pink mesh create the
ﬂowing skirt. Flower accent on waist. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower barrette with rhinestone
center and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI BLUE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Bubble Gum
STYLE # L1015

This aurora pink costume is detailed with “V” front sequin
and lace trim. Sequined cap sleeves have binded edge for
comfort and trimmed with more sequins. Attached multitiered tulle skirt with glitter overlay.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Floral barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: AURORA PINK
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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The Candy
Cane Twist
STYLE # L2075

Classic! A red and white square sequin camisole bodice is
sure to shine on stage. Attached
multi-tiered tulle skirt is trimmed with satin
ribbon, sequin trims and accented with
waistband ﬂower. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached brief.

Included: Matching ﬂower barrette
and garment bag.
COLOR: CANDY CANE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Girls Just
Wanna
Have Fun
STYLE # L2004

Sweet, Sophisticated & Sassy! A classic ﬂoral lace overlaying
bodice and skirt allowing just the right amount of color to pop.
Stretch sequin trim at neckline. Attached multi-tiered tulle skirt.
Black ribbon trim and silver sequin add shimmer to this dress.
Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Gloves, ﬂoral barrette with center stone
and garment bag.

COLOR: ORIENTAL PINK, MINT
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Deﬁne Gravity
STYLE # L2114

Polka dots and stream of electric green sequin are just the
perfect mix to makes you feel you can defy gravity in this
Cami style tutu dress. Sequin bodice with black trim and
adjustable straps. Black belt with attached sequin bow
accessory. Attached two layers of solid tulle and
additional tulle with ribbon trims. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached brief.

Included: Sequin barrette bow and garment bag kit.
COLOR: LIME
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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All I Do is
Dream of You
STYLE # L1137

Sassy and sweet! This costume comes in two stunning
colors. Sequin bodice with adjustable straps and marabou
trim. Multi-tiered tulle skirt with glitter overlay and Mara bou
trim. Bow accent on waist. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Marabou barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: RED, AURORA PINK
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Bon Jour
STYLE # L1048

Step into this fairy tale costume with its shimmering,
embroidered buttercup color organza dress. Organza
rosettes add detail along the neckline, caplet sleeves, and
bottom of the skirt. Oversize bow detailing on the back. Fully
lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Bow barette and garment bag

COLOR: BUTTERCUP

CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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Princess
STYLE # L2042

Expanding our fairy tale Bon Jour costume with stretch foiled
bodice Princess collection. Organza rosettes add detail along
the neckline, caplet sleeves, and bottom of the skirt. Oversize
bow detailing on the back. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Bow barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: BLUE, PINK, PURPLE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC
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DISCOVER
Ballet & Tap

Discovering dance is fun and liberating. Our
ballerina takes over every room changing from
one costume to another. She escapes and performs to her favorite songs and characters. She
has discovered her love of dance. On stage,
her costumes and accessories sparkle yet she
shines brighter from within. The power of dance
has taken over.

LAYLAS Discover category oﬀers sassy, fun, bright
and colorful costumes for a rising star regardless
of age.
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Budapest
STYLE # L2179

Mesmerize the audience with this rich turquoise cami style
tutu dress. Sequin bodice is trimmed in deep berry binding
matching color pinched sash. Attached three layers of tulle
with matching berry ribbon edges. Adjustable straps. Fully
lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Removable rhinestone brooch, rhinestone hair
band and garment bag kit.
COLOR: TURQUOISE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC,
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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Why Me?
STYLE # L2127

Charm the stage with this playful Wide strapped halter “V”
front tutu dress. Cami style straps trimmed in lame with
matching sash and bow. Sequin front and back bodice
with attached three layers of tutu skirts, trimmed with wide
ribbon and matching sequin. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached briefs.

Included: Sequin barrette bow, sequin cuﬀs
and garment bag kit.
COLOR: BERRY
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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You’ll Be in
My Heart
STYLE # L2009

Adorable halter neck dress sparkles with multi-color sequin
bodice. Trimmed with mystic nylon binding and bow. Attached no shed glitter sparkling tulle skirt is clean ﬁnished
with a row of sequin. Nude adjustable straps. Fully lined
spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Matching sequin bow barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: MULTI SAND
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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Dream A
Little Dream
STYLE # L1041

Sequined bodice and overlay peplum skirt sparkle and shine.
Attached oversized ribbon bow and multi-tiered tulle.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Bow barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: TIFFANY BLUE,
SILVER WHITE, DEEP PURPLE
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Welcome to
New York
STYLE # L2062

A costume for the ages, this sparkling stretch sequin covered
tank bodice and skirt is a must have! Satin bow attached at
waistline. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Satin bow barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: GREEN, RED
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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Fairy Dust
STYLE # L1082

Believe in magic. Floral golden and sequin embroidery lace
at bodice with matching nylon/spandex leotard. Attached
multi-tiered cutaway glitter top skirt trimmed with gold
sequins and ﬂoral trim at waist.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Matching ﬂoral barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: SAND
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: SA, MA, LA
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Music Box
Dancer
STYLE # L2045

This fun and lively printed tutu skirt is completed with sequin
stretch tank bodice. Layers of tulle skirt bring the printed
tulle to life on stage.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Matching sequin bow barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: PINK
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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Journey To
The Past
STYLE # L2005

Rich blue velvet bodice is accented with embroidery
sequins at chest and waist line. No shed glitter mesh forms
the neckline of this exquisite dress and
drapes top layer of the classic ballet skirt.
Ribbon trim and sequin add a ﬁnishing
touch to hemline.

Included: Gold sequin headband and garment bag.
COLOR: BABY BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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Snow Princess
STYLE # L1067

A beautiful snow princess in a rosette sequin bodice
that shimmers along with a multi-tiered glitter tulle skirt.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Oversize ﬂower barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: SNOW
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Dark Sky
STYLE # L2066

Inspired by Yin And Yang harmony, this exquisite ballet dress
is crafted from stretch sequin sweetheart front. Stretch
mesh at front and back provide additional coverage and ﬁt.
Attached two layers of organza skirt.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower centered stone
barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Masquerade
Waltz
STYLE # L2011

A ballet costume with a spark! Multicolored sequins bodice
is a great transitional costume for ballet or jazz. The stretch
waistband and two-tone tulle tutu compliment the multi
colored sequence bodice. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Matching stretch sequin gloves, ﬂower
feather barrett with center stone and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI PURPLE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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True Colors
STYLE # L1172

From tiny dancer to experienced ballerina, this unique multi
colored sequin bodice costume can cater to any level
of experience. Attached multi-tiered tulle skirt. Adjustable
straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower barrette with rhinestones and garment bag.
COLOR: TRANQUIL BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA
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L-O-V-E
STYLE # L2120

Truly extraordinary and fully sequined bodice with multi
velvet straps. Glittered top skirt with velvet and sequin trims.
Attached front sash with ﬂower accessory. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: 2 clip-on rhinestone earrings, ﬂower barrette
accessories and garment bag kit.
COLOR: CHAMPAGNE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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Tales of Vienna
STYLE # L2017

This beautiful ballet dress features an all over ﬂoral embroidered tulle top skirt that sparkles like the deep ocean. The
simple and elegant bodice is highlighted with matching trim
sequin ﬂoral embroidery. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Matching embroidery,
ﬂower barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: Ocean Blue
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Coppelia
STYLE # L2013

Lace and sequin detailed embroidery covers this
breathtaking camisole ballet dress. Trimmed in contrasting
binding and attached matching multi-tiered no shed glitter
tulle skirt for just the right sparkle. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: BURGUNDY
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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The Waltz
STYLE # L2015

A delightful sweetheart neckline bodice with stretch mesh
and unique sequin embroidered lace. Attached romantic tutu
skirt with ruﬄe trim “V” front waistline. Adjustable straps. Fully
lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Flower with open tulle trim barrette
and garment bag.
COLOR: PEACH, SAND, SNOW
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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FREEDOM
Jazz & Tap

Her love of dance is more than just the
performance. She is ready to ﬂy. The true dancer
needs the Freedom to tell her story through the
art of dance. Each step is deﬁned through ﬂuid
movement, the costume and years of hard work
and dedication have all led to this moment.
The blood, sweat and tears forgotten. She is
expressing what dance is to her – Freedom of
expression through movement.
The sky is the limit with fun textures and colors
from LAYLAS Freedom Collection.
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Spoon Full
of Sugar
STYLE # L2111

Front and back bodice of this tank tutu dress is sprinkled with
multi-colored sequins for just the right amount of sweetness.
Top skirt’s edge is ﬁnished with blue ribbon and silver sequin
hologram trim. Attached broad blue front sash. Fully lined
spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Silver bow hair accessory and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BLUE CONFETTI
CHILD: XXSC, XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Crabbucket
STYLE # L2118

Your dancer will be unstoppable in this intricate V front
halter. All over sequin dress with slightly ﬂared skirt is a great
cross over for jazz and tap. Adjustable straps. Fully lined
spandex bodice with attached trunks.

Included: Studded head band and garment bag kit.
COLOR: MULTI BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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A Material
Girl

2 For 1
!
e
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u
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o
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STYLE # L2112

Two in one ultimate Jazz and Tap costume with removable
tutu skirt for ultimate pizazz on stage. Multi hologram sequin
halter bodice with front keyhole opening. Attached silver
lame belt accented with stiﬀ bow and rhinestone. Printed foil
dots on satin skirt reﬂects the lights. Adjustable straps on the
back. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunks.

Included: Separate white tutu skirt, sequin hair clip
and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PURPLE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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Spectrum
STYLE # L2195

Shine like a gem on stage with this all over sequin tank dress.
Attached feathered trim. Front and back of bodice are
fully lined for extra comfort. Separate leotard with
adjustable straps.

Included: Matching Feather barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: Multi-Blue
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Absolutely Me
STYLE # L2113

This Cami all over sequin dress has all the sass you
need for jazz, tap and ballet. Attached front sash
with rhinestone buckle. A touch of blue trim is sure
to deliver all the glamor needed on stage. Adjustable
straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Rhinestone pony/wrist band accessory
and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PURPLE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

53

Neon Lights
Style# L2086

This multi-color vibrant sequin asymmetrical bodice is
simply stunning. Attached three tier tulle skirts each
ﬁnished with satin trim for additional pop. Double strap
shoulder straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached
brief.

Included: Sequin trimmed tulle barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI YELLOW
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC

54

My Boyfriend’s
Back

2 For 1
Costume!

Style# L2046

Two in one! Have the best of both worlds in this rainbow
sequin stretch mesh biketard! Removable rainbow tulle skirt
gives the costume a ballet, tap and jazz options . Attached
stretch pinched waistband accented with ﬂower trim.
Adjustable straps at back. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached trunk.

Included: Removable tulle skirt, elastic sequin headband
and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI PINK
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

55

Shake It Up
Style# L1101

A pop of color in square neck sequined bodice and
peplum skirt. Adjustable shoulder straps.
Single layer tulle with structured wire edge.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Tulle barrette and garment bag.
Color: Multi Blue
Child: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA

56

Friend Like Me
STYLE # L2136

Your friends ain’t never had a jazzy tutu dress like this.
Unique circular sequins bodice paired with double notch
collar with back closure. Attached three layers of solid tulle
trimmed with gold sequin. Cami style Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Bow barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC

57

Sit Still,
Look Pretty
Style# L2038

Stand out in this easy to wear unitard for all ages! Sparkle in
stretch hologram sequin lace at bodice and skirt. Layered
lace/tulle wired shoulder detailing and satin bow with belt
trim make this costume a must have. Attached capri legings
is combined with a lace skirt.
Fully lined spandex bodice with leggings.

Included: Attached capri leggings, matching sequin bow
barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: PINK
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

58

Treasure
Style# L2047

Sparkle and shine in capri legging unitard! Mini hologram
sequin at bodice and skirt. Decorative waist line is ﬁnished
with oversize brooch. Wide straps camisole top.
Fully lined spandex bodice with leggings.

Included: Removable rhinestone brooch,
rhinestone hair clip and garment bag.
COLOR: TURQUOISE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

59

Just Dance
Style# L2035

Fun and bright all in one unitard! Custom designed multi
colored and silver hologram sequin mesh, bring this
costume to life. Attached asymmetrical top skirt is
extended by our nylon/spandex capri leggings. Detailed
with matching sequin oversize bow and satin bow at
waistline. Wide shoulder straps. Fully lined spandex bodice
with leggings.

Included: Attached capri leggings, matching sequin bow
barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: FUCHSIA, LIME GREEN
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

60

All About Me
Style# L1151

This jazz/tap combo features a half sequin half velvet
bodice. Peplum sequin skirt attached at waist with silver
sequin trim. Velvet/spandex lined and biketard.

Included: Silver stretch headband and garment bag.
Color: Burgundy
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

61

Shades of Cool
STYLE # L2182

Keep cool and dance on with this double strapped Jazzy halter costume. Removable fringed sequin skirt.
Hologram front bodice. Back bodice and bindings are made
with premium mystique. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached mystique trunks.

Included: Matching clip on barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: MYSTIQUE BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

62

We Got
The Beat
Style# L2032

Dance the night away in this shimmery “V” front halter
neck biketard. A top layer sequin mesh is free ﬂowing and
attached to a Nylon/Spandex biketard with second layer of
sequin mesh at waist for tier look.

Included: Long stretch satin cuﬀs, rhinestone ponytail
holder and garment bag.
COLOR: FUCHSIA, TRANQUIL BLUE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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Party Girl
STYLE # L2036

Drenched with sparkle this front cutout biketard is
designed to stand out on stage. Hologram sequin
overlays the bodice and top skirt. Black mystic nylon at
front, back and waistline. Open back neckline.
Rhinestone brooch detail at front neckline.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Rhinestone ponytail holder and garment bag.

COLOR: MYSTIQUE BLUE, SPARKLING ICE

64

CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

Firework
STYLE # L2117

Let your colors burst with endless rows of fringe and sequins.
Asymmetrical bodice with sequins. Three layers of
stretchable sequins. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached trunks.

Included: Sequin head band and garment bag kit.
COLOR: HOT PINK
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

65

This Girl
Style# L2021

Step into a bright and fun asymmetrical long sleeve cutout
biketard! Stretch hologram sequins lace overlays the bodice
and skirt for comfortable ﬁt. Perfectly placed satin bow at
waistband and matching sequin lace oversize bow. Long
sleeve with thumb hole opening.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Matching sequin lace bow barrette
and garment bag.
COLOR: HOT PINK, FLUORESCENT GREEN
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

66

Applause
Style# L2019

Stand out in this jazzy cutout biketard! Three-quarter sleeve
sparkles in stretch non-shed mesh and ﬁnished with rhinestone neck detailing and contrasting binding at sleeve. The
bodice is crafted from stretch lace and sequin embroidery.
Three tiers of pink and black tulle skirt bustled at waist to
attached shorts and trimmed with sequin.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Silver headband and garment bag.
COLOR: PINK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

67

Better When
I’m Dancin’
Style# L1175

Flattering and fun, this sweetheart cut biketard features a
ﬂoral print lace bodice. Attached nude adjustable straps.
Attached belt with rhinestone buckle along with attached
lace peplum skirt adds ﬂair over the poly/spandex shorts.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Silver stretch headband and garment bag.
Color: Dusty Peach
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

68

Uptown Funk
STYLE # L2146

This sophisticated shawl-collar jacket in purple sequined
fabric provides modesty and elegance. Attached front sash
with rhinestone buckle. Peplum skirt ﬁnished with sequin
trim. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunks.

Included: Hair clip and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PURPLE
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

69

Do Your Thing
Style# L1176

Striking stretch lace overlays this cross over front black
nylon/spandex bodice, displays layered tulle and rhinestone
detailing. Attached belt with rhinestone buckle highlights
the multi-layered tulle skirt with wire trim.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Silver hair cuﬀ and garment bag.
Color: Kelly Green, Purple
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

70

Move
Style# L2033

Our favorite short sleeve biketard features a cutout
neckline ﬁnished with oversized rhinestone at neckline.
Multi-colored sequin spandex bodice adds sparkle to the
front and back. No shed glitter short sleeve is trimmed with
contrasting binding. Attached two-tiered tulle skirt with
sequin trim for that extra sparkle. Adjustable nude straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Silver sequin bow headband and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI PURPLE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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That Girl
Gotta Be
Kissed
STYLE # L2116

This multi strapped tuxedo back dress, embellished with reﬂective sequin lace on red bodice, is all that classy lass needs
on stage. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunks.

Included: Floral barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: RED
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

72

Her Majesty
STYLE # L2142

Command the attention of your audience with this gold
embroidered stretched sequin kimono neckline jacket with
built-in cami top. Attached 2 ﬂattering peplum at waist. Fully
lined with attached premium mystique trunks.

Included: Matching sequin hair clip and garment bag kit.
COLOR: MYSTIC BLUE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Haunted
STYLE # L2221

This unique one sleeve jazz performance costume is a fusion
of Fetching and Nostalgic. Tutu made of sequin and tulle cut
outs. Front sequin tank extends to double strapped on the
back. Midsection consists of mesh and mystique fabrication
for full coverage. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached
briefs.

Included: Feathered hair clip and garment bag kit.
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Anything Goes
STYLE # L2125

One of a kind gold halter jazz costume that will make any
group stand out on stage. Halter biketard is decorated with
diamond sequin bodice, gold lame trimmings and organza
back skirt. Three layers of organza back skirt trimmed in stiﬀ
black horse hair. Fully lined spandex bodice.

Included: Over size bow and garment bag kit.
COLOR: GOLD
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

75

Black Magic
Style# L2041

A range of sequined colored bodice shines bright on stage.
Attached fringe hem skirt provides both coverage and
movement. Back ﬁnished with 4 decorative straps. Fully
lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

IIncluded: Black stretch headband and garment bag.
Optional: Satin Derby Hat - L5074

COLOR: BLACK
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Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

Cell Block
Tango
STYLE # L2137

Enrapture the crowd with this stretch sequin halter biketard
adorned exquisitely with rhinestones at the neckline. Stretch
beaded wide belt tacked in place and conforms to body’s
movements. Adjustable nude removable straps.

Included: Silver hair cuﬀ and garment bag kit.
COLOR: SILVER
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Royal
STYLE # L2184

Rule the stage in this wide strapped X-back cami dress ﬁt for
royalty. Attached sequin fringe skirt. Front and back velvet
bodice with elaborate sequin design. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Sequin headband and garment bag kit.
COLOR: ROYAL
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA
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All That Jazz
STYLE # L2220

Unique combination of iridescent sequin bodice and purple
organza skirt captures the name of this costume “All That
Jazz”. Sweetheart neckline with organza ruﬄe on shoulder strap. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex leotard.

Included: Matching organza head clip and garment bag kit
COLOR: MULTI PURPLE
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Unicorn
STYLE # L2210

Prance around the stage in our unique crushed velvet
Unicorn biketard. Front bodice covered with rainbow sequin
for extra magical eﬀect. Faux fur accessories on both shoulders. Multi colored back tutu with matching sequin..

Included: Unicorn head accessory and garment bag kit.
COLOR: MULTI
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Aristocat
STYLE # L2205

Act out your inner cat in our adorable crushed velvet
costume. Front neck is ﬂirtatiously designed with
marabou feather, foiled sequin mesh and a row of tulle
necklace with sequin trim. Top skirt made of foiled sequin
dots on mesh and ﬁnished with two layers of sequin
trimmed tulles. Stretch Crush velvet bodice with
attached matching trunks.

Included: Marabou trimmed gloves, cat head band
and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PINK
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC

81

Sparkling
Fish
STYLE # L2208

Reel in the audience with this sleek scale printed foil ﬁsh
costume. Cami neckline is trimmed with extra wide stretch
sequin and ﬁnished with sequin trimmed tulle.
Two layers of back tutu skirts trimmed with sequin.
Fully lined spandex bodice.

Included: Ankle bracelet and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BLUE
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC

82

Princess &
The Frog
STYLE # L2207

Be the princess and the frog with this delightfully sparkling all
sequin tutu dress. Rounded neckline is trimmed with wide
stretch sequin and ﬁnished with leaf cutouts. Attached front
sash with bow accessory. Foiled peplum skirt sits on top of
a tutu layer ﬁnished with sequin trim. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Frog eyes head band and garment bag kit.

COLOR: GREEN
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Bumblebee
STYLE # L2206

The audience can’t help buzzing with excitement
once they see this Bee costume. Square front
neckline is trimmed with black stretch sequin and
sequin trimmed ruﬄe tulle. Foil printed dots bodice. Three layers of tulle trimmed with satin. Fully
lined spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Ruﬄed sequin trimmed gloves, head band
and garment bag kit.
Not included: Wings, wand accessory Style # L2206A
COLOR: YELLOW
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Lady Bug
STYLE # L2209

This little ladybug with sequin trimmed sweetheart front is
sure to bring an instant sense of delight to the stage. Printed dots on satin fabric bodice is ﬁnished with attached front
sash with bow accessory. Three layers of tulle trimmed with
matching sequin and printed peplum dots. Fully lined
spandex bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Ruﬄed sequin trimmed gloves, head
band and garment bag kit.

Not included: Wings, wand accessory Style # L2209A

COLOR: RED
SIZE: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC

85

Hakuna
Matata
STYLE # L2217

The jungle comes to life with our capri length sequin
cheetah print unitard. Asymmetrical tank cami
adjustable strap top. Gold lame bands, belt and bows
add just the right amount of contrast.
Fully lined spandex unitard.

Included: Sleeve cuﬃng, oversize bow and garment bag kit.
COLOR: CHEETAH
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Join the Circus
Style# L2083

Join the fun in this bright and vibrant costume!
Multi-colored printed embroidered bodice with
ruﬄe straps. Satin ruched waist with button accents. Layered skirt ﬁnished with 2 rows of silver
thread ruﬄe wire edge.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Matching ruﬄed
barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: MULTI
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
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Hip to be
Square
Style# L2077

Schoolwear inspired! This brilliant sequin-spandex bodice with satin collar has an attached plaid tie & puﬀy cap
sleeves. Attached stretch plaid skirt ﬁnishes oﬀ this look.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Matching sequin barrette and garment bag.

Optional: Studded Eyeglasses – L5064
COLOR: Tiffany Plaid
Child: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA

88

You Can’t Stop
the Beat
STYLE # L2215

Why not stand out on stage with unique and fun plaid jazz
costume? A combination of halter, sweetheart neckline
and asymmetrical overlay bodice. Two layers of blue tutu
trimmed with black sequin and topped with printed plaid
peplum. Adjustable straps. Attached belts ﬁnished with
rhinestone buckle. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached briefs.

Included: Silver head band and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PINK PLAID
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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Sing, Sing, Sing
Style# L2076

Make a statement with an ultra-sparkle tuxedo vest. It features sequin bodice, sequin trimmed collar & black tie. The
attached tailored vest is detailed with sequin and two satin
buttons. Fully lined spandex leotard.

Included: Attached vest, tie and garment bag.
Optional: Child Top Hat - L5075,
cOLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

90

Forget About
the Boy
STYLE # L2223

Make your way on stage in our black, red and silver tuxedo untired with split tail. Sequin bodice tuxedo design is
ﬁnished with satin black, red lapel collar. back split tail is
trimmed with silver sequin to match the silver sequin back
design. Nude adjustable back straps.
Fully lined spandex unitard.

Included: Garment bag kit
Optional: Top Hat L5075/L5076
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA
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Giselle
STYLE # L2197

Bring passion and drama on stage with this romantic tutu
dress. Round neck top trimmed with elegant lace and mock
corset designed in stretch velour and gold embellishment.
Multi layers of soft tulle trimmed in satin ribbon.

Included: Gold sequin headband and garment bag kit.

COLOR: CREAM
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

92

Moves Like
Jagger
STYLE # L2211

Show all the moves you’ve got in this unique cami costume
ﬁt for a Rock Star. Front bodice is dazzled up with silver and
ruby red gems. Back peplum skirt is trimmed with red
sequin. Adjustable back straps. Unique bow back design.

Included: Matching barrette and garment bag kit.
Optional: Printed Fan # L5068
COLOR: RED
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

93

The Trooper
STYLE # L2218

Whether you have Nutcracker in mind or just a Soldier Doll,
this costume is a must have. Sleeves, neck line and bodice
are decorated with buttons, gold trimming and shoulder
metallic pads. Back short tail trimmed with gold sequin and
additional trimmings.

Included: Garment bag kit

COLOR: RED
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

94

Sweet Charity
Style# L1188

Classic mini sequin dress with separate shorts.
Features two slits on the sides
and fully lined spandex dress.

Included: Boy Shorts and garment bag.

COLOR: BLACK, GOLD, RED
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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EXPRESSION
Lyrical & Contemporary
The dancer has practiced the fundamentals,
she has performed and discovered the power
that dance can give her. Now she’s ready to express her love for dance. Her tutus have transformed into ﬂowing sheers and glimmering
bodices while her movements are soft, deﬁned
and sophisticated. The costumes become an
extension of her Expression. She is no longer
content to perform for a few but is ready to take
on the world.
Whether up on pointe or bare foot to ﬂoor,
LAYLAS Expression collection is designed for
the more experienced lyrical dancer.

96

Pink Martini
STYLE # L2122

Breeze through the stage in this soft and elegant lyrical dress.
Sequin bodice is complimented with Inverted two layers of “V”
front and back mesh skirt. Attached three layers of tulle with
matching berry ribbon edge. Adjustable cami style straps
covered by stretched matching mesh. Fully lined spandex
bodice with attached briefs.

Included: Flower barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PINK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA

97

Dreaming
Out Loud
Style# L2030

Elegance at its best! Stretch lace with mini sequin overlays
the front/back bodice and ﬁnished with silver mystic binding. Sequin rhinestone waistband highlights the organza
skirt and ﬁnished with satin trim.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.

Included: Sequin ribbon bow barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: BABY BLUE
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Love Story
Style# L2028

Flowing lyrical dress is made of stretch lace bodice and
asymmetrical top skirt. High waisted mesh under skirt is
trimmed with ﬁne marrow hem. Highlighted with satin
cuﬀed gloves and matching removable ﬂower at waist. Wide
straps for additional support. Fully lined spandex bodice
with attached brief

Included: Long stretch satin cuﬀs, matching lace barrette
and garment bag.
Color: LILAC, SNOW
Child: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA
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All of Me
Style# L2029

Gold sequin-streaked stretch lace adds glitz to this
asymmetrical lyrical dress. Attached two-tiered
asymmetrical skirt. Two straps design. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Sequin gold headband and garment bag.
COLOR: GOLD
Child: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

100

Riverside
Style# L2031

Detailed gold embroidery highlights the beauty of this lyrical
dress. Pinched waistband accessorized with matching
embroidery and attached hi-low georgette skirt. Adjustable
straps. Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief.
Included: Rhinestone bun/ponytell holder and garment bag.
COLOR: BURGuNDY
Child: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

101

Yes to Heaven
STYLE # L2225

All eyes on her as she drifts eﬀortlessly in this breathtaking
one shoulder lyrical dress. Sweet and soft lace with sequence overlay on front bodice. Wide shoulder strap with
ﬂoral applique on one side and adjustable nude strap on
other side. Asymmetrical mesh skirt that ﬂows with every
move. Fully lined with attached briefs.

Included: Matching hair barrette and garment bag kit.

COLOR: TURQUOISE
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

102

Funny Honey
STYLE # L2222

String along the crowd with this ﬂirtatious oﬀ shoulder ombre
dress. Asymmetrical top with adjustable straps.
Asymmetrical ombre mesh skirt. Fully lined with attached
white briefs.

Included: Matching hair barrette and garment bag kit

COLOR: MAUVE OMBRE
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA
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Set Fire
Style# L2079

Crafted from premium mystic stretch lace embroidery with
an illusion neckline and back. Attached asymmetrical, two
tones, two tier mesh skirt. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief

Included: Matching lace barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: CORAL
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

104

Forever Young
Style# L1177

Gold embellished accents highlight this stunning lyrical
dress. White georgette empire skirt ﬂows
over nylon/spandex leotard.

Included: Sequined ﬂoral barrette and garment bag.
Color: Snow White
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

105

Taking Chances
Style# L2022

Elegance at its best, this costume features a stretch sequin
bodice with halter neck straps and long mesh sleeves.
Flowing two-layer mesh skirt attached at waist.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached brief

Included: Floral barrette and garment bag.
Color: CHARCOAL, RED
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

106

Blue Sky
Style# L2026

When simplicity is beyond words. Tonal sequin stretch
lace halter bodice designed with “V” front look. Full length
and extremely generous georgette skirt sweep for graceful
movements. Adjustable straps. Fully lined spandex bodice
with attached brief.

Included: Flower barrette and garment bag.
COLOR: NAVY
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

107

Defying Gravity
Style# L2024

Bright, rich and chic. This halter shimmering style has
stretch sequin with a keyhole front neckline. Attached ﬂoor
length mesh skirt with overlapping opening on the side and
cross back strap design. Fully lined spandex bodice with
attached brief.

Included: Rhinestone headband and garment bag.
COLOR: EMERALD GREEN
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

108

Sway
Style# L2138

Sway like ﬂower in the breeze in this asymmetrical one
shoulder costume. Stretch velvet bodice with sequin decoration. Nude adjustable strap on one shoulder. All edges
are ﬁnished with quality binding to eliminate skin irritation. Attached waistband with rhinestone accent. Hi low
attached ﬂowy mesh skirt. Fully lined spandex bodice and
briefs. Matching barrette, garment bag, hanger and student
ID label included.

Included: Matching barrette and garment bag kit.
COLOR: PURPLE
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

109

Make You Feel
My Love
Style# L2056

Exquisite lyrical dress features a sequin spandex sweetheart neckline leotard with a stretch mesh top and cap
sleeves trimmed in binding. Attached full length matching
slinky mesh skirt with side opening.
Fully lined spandex leotard.

Included: Hair barrette and garment bag.

COLOR: CREAM, NAVY
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA,
LA, XLA, XXLA
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Oceans
Style# L2072

It’s time to wow the audience! Stretch sequin biketard
highlighted with silver sequin embroidery from shoulder to
waistline. Mesh overlays the bodice from right shoulder to
left of the body forming an asymmetrical side silhouette.
Silver sequin embroidery carries to the back.

Included: Matching berretta and garment bag.
COLOR: LIGHT MINT
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

112

Fix You “Once”
Style# L2085

A one piece dazzling long sleeve costume designed with
stretch lace and tone on tone sequin creating a sweetheart
illusion neckline and crop top. Rhinestones neckline add
just the right amount of sparkle. Asymmetrical mesh skirt
attached at waistline. Attached Nylon/spandex briefs

Included: Rhinestone hair clip and garment bag.
COLOR: BURGuNDY, TEAL GREEN
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Time After Time
Style# L2081

A stunning two piece lyrical dress is sure to stand out on
stage. Embellished with sequin and ﬂoral embroidery this
halter neck crop top compliments the stretch mesh skirt
with embroidery at waist line. Adjustable straps.
Nylon/spandex lined

Included: Matching berretta and garment bag.
COLOR: SOFT BLUE
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

114

Fix You “Twice”
Style# L2023

Expanding on L2085, our two-piece long sleeve style is also
made with stretch lace at sleeves, bodice and waistband.
Separate briefs with attached asymmetrical mesh skirt.
Rhinestones neckline add just the right amount of sparkle.
Nylon/spandex lined and briefs.

Included: Rhinestone hair clip and garment bag.
COLOR: BURGuNDY, TEAL GREEN
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

115

2 For 1
Costume!

Breathe Me
Style# L2082

Edgy yet elegant! This two in one rose lace biketard is sure
to wow the crowd with removable maxi length elastic waist
mesh skirt! Beautifully embroidered glittering neckline detailing adds depth to bodice. Quality mesh skirt.
Fully lined spandex bodice.

Included: Removable skirt and garment bag.
COLOR: RED, BLACK
Child: SC, MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Razzle Dazzle
STYLE # L2214

Give the audience the old Razzle Dazzle with this striking one
piece costume. All in one lace applique with gold trims gives
the costume a dimensional look. Shoulder pad application
ﬁnished with sequin fringe. Wide tear drop back opening.

Included: Gold ponytail holder and garment bag kit.
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Walking After
Midnight
STYLE # L2126

Captivate the audience with this alluring asymmetrical stretch
lace sequin biketard. Stretch power mesh sleeve with ﬁnger
band and adjustable straps. All edges have been binded for
complete comfort. Fully lined spandex bodice.

Included: Rhinestone headband and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BLACK SILVER
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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Summer Wine
STYLE # L2140

This exceptional costume is rich in color and as exquisite
as Summer Wine. Made with soft stretch velvet and mesh,
this asymmetrical biketard has a unique halter neckline
design. Silver glitter embroidered applique wraps around
the full front.

Included: Flower barrette and garment bag kit.

COLOR: BURGUNDY
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

120

This Girl’s
on Fire
STYLE # L2124

Set ﬁre to any stage with this ﬁerce streaking stretch sequin
biketard. Front keyhole and all edges have been binded for
complete comfort. Fully lined spandex bodice

Included: Rhinestone stretch headband and garment bag kit.

COLOR: MULTI RED
CHILD: LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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HIP HOP
Essentials

The focus has shifted to movements that expand
the imagination. Outﬁts blend between everyday
clothing and stage wear. Stage costumes are no
longer considered “costumes”, they represent
the inner need to dance and express in one
motion.
Many of Laylas Hip Hop Essentials are unisex
and are designed to outﬁt a range of hip hop
categories.
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HEEBIE JEEBIES
STYLE # L2199
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Our bright and fun 4-piece set includes, zip front short sleeve
jacket, bra top with adjustable straps, jeggings and gloves.
Embordered jacked is fully lined. Button front zipper jeggings
is made of stretch cotton with functional back pocket, belt
loops, button, zipper and faux front pocket.

Included: Garment bag kit.

COLOR: PURPLE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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TURN UP THE MUSIC
Style# L2060

This great one piece unitard with attached
cropped, zip front jacket shines with sequins.
Detailed with stretch sequin bands at
each side.

Included: Stretch sequin headband
and garment bag.

COLOR: Gold, Red, Silver
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA
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THE WAY YOU
MAKE ME FEEL
STYLE # L2219

Eye-catching and electrifying hooded biketard with front
functional zipper and cutout. Made with stretch polished
nylon. Multi colored gold sequin provides just the right
amount of attitude. Sequined section is fully lined.

Included: Headband and garment bag kit.
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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SMOOTH
CRIMINAL
STYLE # L2193

A unique biketard made with tone on tone stretch velvet
and sequins. Front zipper opens up to fully
lined hoody. All edges have been
binded to eliminate
skin irritation.
Fully lined biketard.

Included: Garment bag and kit.

COLOR: BLACK, RED
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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SEVEN NATION ARMY
Style# L2078

Girl power! Stretch netting overlays the camouﬂage print
bodice biketard. Satin straps and belt add shimmer along
with detailing on shorts. Adjustable straps.
Fully lined spandex bodice with attached trunk.

Included: Garment bag
COLOR: CAMOUFLAGE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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HOODED
JUMPSUIT
STYLE # L2155

Our racer back hooded jump suit is made with soft rayon
spandex fabric. Lowe side opening for that perfect pick
through eﬀect. 2 side pockets.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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SEQUIN
BRA TOP
Style# L1187

Our favorite bra top shines for all occasions.
Fully lined, all edges binded.

COLOR: BLACK, GOLD, PURPLE,
RED, SILVER
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

UNISEX ZIPPER
HAREM PANTS
Style# L1189

Unisex harem pants feature 2 front zippers and pockets.
Great essential for all classes.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA
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JERSEY BUTTON
DOWN DRESS
STYLE # L2156

Our short sleeve button down dress is made with quality
sport jersey fabrication with functional opening at front.
Trimmed in contract jersey tape.
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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VELOUR BOMBER
JACKET

TANK BRA TOP
STYLE # L2171

STYLE # L2154
Fully functional velour jacket with front zipper is sure
to be a hit among all dancers. Trimmed in gold and

Wide strap tank top with back cut out.

black elastic at neck, waist and sleeve cuﬀs. Fully lined.
COLOR: BLACK, RED
COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA,
LA, XLA

CAPRI LENGTH
SHORTS
STYLE # L1194
A great unisex below the knee length shorts with two front
pockets. Waist, pockets and leg openings trimmed in soft
stretch rip.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XL
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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SATIN BOMBER
JACKET
STYLE # L2164

Fully functional satin jacket with front zipper is sure to be a
hit among all dancers. Trimmed in gold and black elastic at
neck, waist and sleeve cuﬀs. Fully lined.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

MESH LEGGINGS
STYLE # L2162

Made with quality nylon spandex and power mesh for perfect
amount of stretch and recovery.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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MUSCLE BACK TANK
Style# L1185

Before, during or after dance, this tank top is a must have.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

FOIL HAREM PANTS
Style# L1191
Our favorite front pocket harem pants
also available in foil.

COLOR: BLACK, GOLD, RED
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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JERSEY BUTTON
DOWN SHIRT
STYLE # L2161
This outﬁt is sure to be a hit at every event.
Our short sleeve button down jersey shirt is functional
and made of quality jersey.

COLOR: WHITE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

FOLD OVER
HAREM PANTS
STYLE # L2160
Our newest harem pants design consists of split fold over
band with standalone mesh band. Two side pockets.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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GRAPHIC MESH TANK
Style# L1181

Graphic front mesh tank with
solid black mesh back.

Color: Multi
Child: MC, LC, XLC
Adult: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

FOLD OVER
WAIST LEGGINGS
Style# L1192

Supportive leggings with fold over waistband and
open mesh insert on each leg.

Color: Black
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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HOODED
CROPPED TOP
STYLE # L2169

Our unique long sleeve hooded crop top with cut out
shoulder design is right on trend and a great addition to
our hip-hop line.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

ZIPPER
HAREM PANTS
STYLE # L1189-P

Unisex harem pants feature 2 front zippers
and pockets. Great essential for all classes.

COLOR: CAMOUFLAGE
CHILD: MC, LC, XL
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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SLEEVELESS HOODED
SEQUEN TOP
Style# L1195

A must have sleeveless, sequin top with banded waist and
attached lame lined hoody. Open sides are great
way to show oﬀ layering. Binded and fully lined.

Optional: Sequin Bra Top – L1187
COLOR: BLACK, SILVER
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

UNISEX HAREM PANTS
Style# L1190

Unisex harem pants with front pockets are an everyday
essential for all classes.

COLOR: BLACK
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CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA, XXLA

VELOUR HOODED
ROMPER
STYLE # L2153

Make of soft velour fabric, our hooded romper is a great addition to any dance routine.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XL, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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ACTIVE LEGGINGS
Style# L2094

Stretch poly/spandex leggings featured white
printed strips for pop on stage. Form ﬁtting
with turn back waistband or high waisted look

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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ZIPPER LEGGINGS
STYLE # L2163

Form ﬁtting leggings made with nylon spandex for great
stretch and recovery. Accessorized with gold functional
zippers.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

SATIN BOMBER JACKET
STYLE # L2164

Fully functional satin jacket with front zipper is sure to be a hit
among all dancers. Trimmed in gold and black elastic at neck,
waist and sleeve cuﬀs. Fully lined.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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JEGGINGS

FOILED TANK TOP

Style# L2088

Style# L2087

Mix and match with our new line of tank tops and jeggings. Made with ultra-soft stretch cotton spandex.

Button front zipper jeggings is made of stretch
cotton perfect for all dance activities. Functional back
pocket, belt loops, button, zipper and faux front pocket.

Color: BLUE, PINK, SILVER
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA

Color: BLACK, PINK, WHITE
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

Black

Pink

Blue
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Silver

White

Pink
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CAMI STIRRUP UNITARD
Style# L2100
A premium nylon/spandex cami stirrup unitard with
adjustable straps.

CAMI BIKETARD
Style# L2101
A premium nylon/spandex cami biketard with
adjustable straps.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

DANCE COTTON
T-SHIRT
Style# L2102
Our quality cotton/spandex top with Hologram “DANCE”
print will move and stretch with every movement.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: XSC, SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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BOYS COSTUMES
Bomber Jacket on page 164
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SEQUIN VEST
STYLE # L2180

Let the boy’s shine in our new all over sequin
vest. All edges binded to eliminate skin irritation.

COLOR: BLACK, GOLD, PINK, RED,
SILVER, TURQUISE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

SATIN LONG
SLEEVE TOP
STYLE # L2188

Long sleeve high neck satin top with back neck opening for
easy on and oﬀ.

COLOR: BLACK, WHITE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

BOW TIE &
CUMMBERBUND SET
STYLE # L2185

Bow tie and cummberbund set sold together.

COLOR: BLACK, GOLD, PINK, RED,
TURQUOISE, YELLOW
ONE SIZE
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CHILD: OSC
ADULT: OSA

SHORT SLEEVE
METALLIC TOP
STYLE # L2190

Crew neck short sleeve made in mystique fabric.

COLOR: BLACK, GREEN, PINK,
RED, TURQUOISE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA

STRAIGHT
LEGPANTS
STYLE # L2191

Standard waist and straight leg pants are just the
right ﬁt for our boys’ line.

COLOR: BLACK
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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JERSEY BUTTON
DOWN SHIRT
STYLE # L2161

This outﬁt is sure to be a hit at every event.
Our short sleeve button down jersey shirt is functional
and made of quality jersey.
.

COLOR: WHITE
CHILD: SC, MC, LC, XLC
ADULT: XSA, SA, MA, LA, XLA
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PASTRY SHOES
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STUDIO TRAINER
+ Memory foam footbed
+ Spin pad for easy turning
+ Breathable four way stretch upper
+ Lightweight construction | 4.7oz.
+ Designed for maximum ﬂexibility
+ Combination EVA rubber outsole
Youth: 10-3 Whole Sizes
Adult: 5-8.5 Half and Whole sizes, 9-13 Whole sizes

breathable four way
stretch upper

memory
foam

spin pad

breathable lightweight

spin pad for
easy turning

PA172050 BLK/WHT
PK172050 BLK/WHT
memory foam footbed

combination EVA rubber outsole

outsole
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ACCESSORIES
L5012: 11 MM POST EARRINGS
L5013: 13 MM POST EARRINGS
L5014: 15 MM POST EARRINGS

Clear rivoli rhinestone button
earrings with posts.

L5015: 11 MM CLIP ON EARRINGS
L5016: 13 MM CLIP ON EARRINGS
L5017: 15 MM CLIP ON EARRINGS

Clear rivoli rhinestone button
earrings with clip.

13MM

3 ROW CHOKER NECKLACE
L5030
3 row choker necklace with lobster claw
closure. 3/8” wide and adjustable from
12” - 17”

RHINESTONE HEADBAND
L5106
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A staple in every wardrobe, our rhinestone
headband is the most popular accessory
for any age.

MINI TIARA COMB
L5105
Rhinestones cover this mini tiara comb.
Includes attached comb. Hight 1.25” x
2.5” wide.

TWO ROW RHINESTONE HAIR CLIP
L5087
Rhinestones cover this mini tiara comb.
Includes attached comb. Hight 1.25” x
2.5” wide.

COLLAPSIBLE PRINTED FAN
L5068
Collapsible printed Fan 9”

GLITTERED ANGEL WINGS
L5062
Glittered angel wings with elastic arm band.
21.5” x 17”

Color: Black

Color: White

FAIRY WAND
L5041
Every princess needs
a magic wand to make
dreams come true. 18”

SEQUIN GLOVES
L5107
Stretch sequin fingerless gloves
Color: Black, Gold, Silver, Red,
Lime

Color: Silver

One Size Child: OSC
One Size Adult: OSA

STUDDED
EYEGLASSES
L5064
Studded Eyeglasses with
clear plastic lenses.

WRIST GLOVE
L5057: CHILD
L5058: ADULT
Wrist length gloves.

Color: Black

Color: Black, White
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SEQUIN FEDORA HAT
L5079
Sequin Fedora hat.
10” x 9” x 5”
Color: Black

Satin derby hat with attached ribbon.

Color: Black

Color: Black

RUFFLED TURN CUFF
SOCKS
L5101
Classic turn cuff socks
trimmed with a cotton
ruffle makes this a must
have stock!
Color: Black,
Red, White
Size: XSC, SC, MC

SEAMLESS LACE
TURN CUFF SOCKS
L5100
A simple but elegant lace on a
cotton turn cuff with seamless
handlined toes.
Color: White
Size: XSC, SC, MC
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SATIN DERBY HAT
ADULT: L5074

TOP HAT
L5075: CHILD
L5076: ADULT
Top hat with attached ribbon.

STUDDED
FLAT-BILL HAT
L5085
Studded flat-bill hat with
adjustable back.
Color: Black, Multi, Silver

THE BRIGHTER
MOVEMENT ®

The Brighter Movement Tights are the essentials for recital,
competition, and practice. Microﬁber nylon yarns are
durable and ultra-soft. Tights are designed with self-knit
waistband for comfort and seamless transition.

CHILD FOOTED TIGHTS
L1132C

ADULT FOOTED TIGHTS
L1132

Color: Black, Light Tan,
Pink, White

Color: Black, Light Tan,
Pink, White

Child: XSC/SC, MC/LC

Adult: SA, MA, LA/XLA

CHILD TRANSITIONAL
TIGHTS
L1133C

ADULT TRANSITIONAL
TIGHTS
L1133

Color: Light Tan, Pink

Color: Light Tan, Pink

Child: XSC/SC, MC/LC

Adult: SA, MA, LA/XLA
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A Star is Born

THE BRIGHTER MOVEMENT ®
BY L AYL A S

Laylas Dance Costumes, USA
759 Bloomfield Avenue
Suite 162
West Caldwell NJ, 07006
Laylas@LaylasDanceCostumes.com
1-844-452-9527
www.LaylasDance.com
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Laylas Dance Costumes, Canada
157 Harwood Ave. N.
Suite 316
Ajax, ON, L1Z 0B6
Laylas@LaylasDanceCostumes.ca
1-800-956-5128
www.LaylasDanceCostumes.ca

